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All levels of the unique hierarchical structure of bone, consisting of collagen and hydroxyapatite crystals at the
nanoscale to osteon/lamellae structures at the microscale, contribute to its characteristic toughness and material
properties. Elements of bone’s density and size contribute to bone quantity (or bone mass), whereas elements of
bone’s material composition, material properties, internal structure, and organization describe bone quality.
Bone quantity and quality can be degraded by factors such as aging, disease, treatments, and irradiation,
compromising its ability to resist fracture and sustain loading. Accessing the morphology and architecture of
bone at the microscale to quantify microstructural features and assess the degree of mineralization and path of
crack propagation in bone provides crucial information on how these factors are influencing bone quantity and
quality. Synchrotron radiation micro-computed tomography (SRμCT) was first used to assess bone structure at
the end of the 1990’s. One of the main advantages of the technique is that it enables accurate three-dimensional
(3D), non-destructive quantification of structure while traditional histomorphometry on histological sections is
inherantly destructive to the sample and two-dimensional (2D). Additionally, SRμCT uses monochromatic, highflux X-ray beams to provide high-resolution and high-contrast imaging of bone samples. This allows the quan
tification of small microstructural features (e.g. osteocyte lacunae, canals, trabeculae, microcracks) and direct
gray value compositional mapping (e.g. mineral quantification, cement lines) with greater speed and fidelity
than lab-based micro-computed tomography. In this article, we review how SRμCT has been applied to bone
research to elucidate the mechanisms by which bone aging, disease, and other factors affect bone fragility and
resistance to fracture.

1. Introduction
Biological materials often exhibit exceptional mechanical properties
and intricate designs (Fratzl and Weinkamer, 2007). These designs are
often organized hierarchically, where all structural levels contribute to
the material properties at different length scales (Rho et al., 1998;
Currey, 2005). Due to their unique properties, biological materials have
inspired investigation from engineers and scientists, and bone is no
exception (Fratzl, 2007; Wegst et al., 2015). The mechanical properties
of bone are derived from its hierarchical, multi-scale arrangement of
collagen molecules and hydroxyapatite crystals at nano-to macroscopic

dimensions (Rho et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2003). At the microscopic
level, mineralized collagen molecules and fibrils are organized in fiber
patterns comprising the lamellar structure of the osteons in human
cortical bone and the trabecular network in cancellous bone (Weiner
et al., 1999). Osteons in cortical bone are cylindrical features 200–300
μm in diameter containing a central longitudinal cavity called the Har
vesian canal (Fig. 1) (Zimmermann et al., 2016; Acevedo et al., 2015;
Aizenberg et al., 2005). Trabeculae in cancellous bone comprise a
three-dimensional (3D) porous network of processes with a 100–400 μm
thickness (Oftadeh et al., 2015). Features at all length scales in this
complex, natural material account for bone’s stiffness, strength, and
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trabecular bone was published in 1999 (Salom�
e et al., 1999). This study
took advantage of the high resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio
imaging provided by the monochromaticity and high-photon flux of
X-ray synchrotron beam to image trabeculae. SRμCT enables major ad
vancements in the bone research field compared to other available
techniques. Traditional techniques to characterize bone structure
include histomorphometry based on histological sections and lab-based
micro-computed tomography (μCT) (Müller et al., 1998). Histo
morphometry on 2D histological sections only provides 2D structural
information of a specific cross-sectional area. Lab-based μCT systems are
widely used because of their accessibility. They have improved their
efficiency and spatial resolution drastically over the last decades.
However, their spatial resolution and the use of polychromatic energy
above 30 keV limits their ability to image small microstructural features
(e.g. osteocyte lacunae, canals, microcracks) and to perform direct gray
value compositional mapping for mineral quantification. We are going
to discuss three major advancements in understanding bone’s resistance
to fracture enabled by SRμCT: namely quantification of 1) porosity and
structure, 2) volumetric mineral distribution, and 3) crack
deflection/twisting.
Porosity and structure. Size and density of porosities such as Ha
versian canals and osteocyte lacunae, as well as their organization in
space (microstructure) are factors influencing both bone quantity and
bone quality. Therefore, SRμCT became a suitable tool for assessing bone
quantity and quality (Gauthier et al., 2019; Withers, 2015; Donnelly,
2011). This method consists of taking transmission radiographs at
multiple angles around an object and using them to reconstruct the inner
microstructure of the object computationally (Hounsfield, 1973; Kak
et al., 2002b). Inspection of bone matrix porosities and microstructure
can reveal changes in their size and organization with disease that
directly impact bone’s ability to sustain loading and resist fracture.
Bone quality is also impacted by its ability to remodel at the cellular
level (Alliston, 2014). Specific bone cells, called osteocytes, are
embedded in bone matrix and have been revealed to play an integral
role in bone remodeling (Bellido, 2014). Osteocytes orchestrate the ac
tions of osteoclast and osteoblast cells and are responsible for peril
acunar
remodeling
(PLR)/pericanalicular
remodeling
and
mechanotransduction (Bonewald, 2007, 2011; Dole et al., 2017). SRμCT
allows for quantification of osteocyte lacunae (i.e. the small space
containing the osteocyte) size, density, and distribution to reveal
remodeling activity and how osteocytes interact with the bone matrix to
change bone microstructure. The study of bone fragility disease and
treatments elucidates the normal mechanisms by which bone cells act to
maintain biological and mechanical homeostasis in bone tissues (Dole
et al., 2017; Acevedo et al., 2015). Indeed, because bone quality is a
multiple length-scale dependent parameter that is heavily impacted by
bone remodeling, analyzing these changes in microscale level features is
an important strategy to better understand these intricate biological
mechanisms and how their disruption compromises bone health.
Volumetric mineral distribution. If bone turnover performed by
osteoclasts and osteoblasts is suppressed, excess mineralization of the
bone matrix may occur. Regions of excess mineralization may act as a
primary location for microcracking, resulting in fragile bone and ulti
mately impairing resistance to fracture that impedes crack growth (also
called extrinsic mechanisms, see below) (Ettinger et al., 2013). Direct
compositional measurement, such as mineral quantification, is one of
the major advantages that SRμCT offers over lab-based μCT systems. The
use of monochromatic (parallel beam) energy enables direct correlation
between gray values and mineral attenuation. Change in volumetric
tissue mineral density is useful to identify weak highly mineralized re
gions which are going to drive the crack extension.
Crack deflection/twisting. Bone fragility is associated with a major
deterioration of bone toughness, or resistance to fracture (Inzana et al.,
2013). Bone toughness results from the mutual competition of intrinsic
mechanisms acting ahead of the crack tip, primarily at the nanoscale,
and extrinsic mechanisms acting behind the crack tip at the microscale

Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of bone at the microscale. At the macroscale,
human long bone consists of trabecular (cancellous) in the metaphysis and
epiphysis regions and cortical bone in the diaphysis region. Secondary osteons
(Haversian systems) in cortical bone are basic structural units at the microscale.
Central to each osteon is a Haversian canal. These vascular porosities are
connected to osteocytes in the Haversian system by canaliculi. Canaliculi are
only observable at the nanoscale. Every osteocyte lies within small porosities
called lacunae. At the boundary of each osteon is a highly mineralized cement
line. (Figure adapted from Zimmermann et al. (2011); Milovanovic et al.
(2013b); Acevedo et al. (2018b)).

toughness (Launey et al., 2010a).
In addition, bone is dynamic, constantly adapting to local needs and
mechanical
loading
through
remodeling
(Nomura
and
Takano-Yamamoto, 2000; Huiskes et al., 2000). The remodeling cycle is
a homeostatic process involving bone resorbing cells (osteoclast and
osteocyte cells) and bone forming cells (osteoblast and osteocyte cells)
(Yee et al., 2019; Milovanovic et al., 2013a). Because bone is continu
ously resorbed and reformed, bone quantity and quality are, by nature,
dynamic. Bone quantity, also called bone mass or bone mineral density
(BMD), is the amount of mineralized bone material in a given bone
volume. Bone quantity relates to the degree of bone porosity, more
specifically to the density and size of these porosities. Bone quality is
used to describe bone material composition and material properties as
well as bone microstructure and geometry, which affect whole bone’s
mechanical properties, such as strength and fracture resistance (Launey
et al., 2010b; Schmidt et al., 2019). Although loss of bone resistance to
fracture is often associated with low bone mass (Genant et al., 1999),
over half of all non-vertebral fractures in people over 55 years of age
occurred in those with a clinically normal bone mass (Schuit et al.,
2004). Therefore, bone fragility is thought to result as well, from al
terations in bone quality (Burr, 2004). Bone quality can be measured at
the micro-scale through bone micro-architecture, mineral distribution
linearly related to elastic properties, remodeling, and damage (Larrue
et al., 2011; Seeman, 2008).
Bone quality is compromised by age, bone fragility diseases (e.g.
diabetes, osteogenesis imperfecta, and osteoporosis) or by treatments
such as glucocorticoids, radiation, or long-term bisphosphonate use
(Felsenberg and Boonen, 2005; Acevedo et al., 2018b; Grafe et al., 2014;
O’Brien et al., 2004; Zimmermann et al., 2019; Barth et al., 2010).
Although these diseases and aging are known contributors to poor bone
quality, the underlying mechanisms controlling bone quality were not
understood at the beginning of the 21st century, making the factors that
regulate bone quality extensive topics of interest in the last twenty years
(Zimmermann et al., 2015a; Acevedo et al., 2018a; Alliston, 2014).
Synchrotron radiation micro-computed tomography (SRμCT) tech
niques have provided major insight into volumetric bone structure and
porosity, compositional mineral analysis, and crack path in bone
fragility diseases. The first synchrotron imaging study dedicated to
2
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Fig. 2. SRμCT scan geometry The X-ray beam (a)
originating from the synchrotron source passes
through the sample (b), creating a transmission image
on the scinitallator (d). The scintillator is crystaline
material that converts the X-ray image into visible
light which is then imaged directly with a conven
tional microscope objective (e) and a digital camera
(f). The sample is mounted on top of precision stage
(c), which used for positioning and alignment of the
sample with respect to the beam and optics. The
sample can then rotated and imaged over 180 or
360� .

(Launey and Ritchie, 2009; Zimmermann and Ritchie, 2015). Extrinsic
mechanisms can be visualized via SRμCT experiments; they act to
impede crack growth by crack-tip shielding. These mechanisms include
crack deflection/twisting and crack bridging (Peterlik et al., 2006; Ager
et al., 2006; Nalla et al., 2005a; Ritchie et al., 2006). The concepts of
extrinsic and intrinsic toughening mechanisms in bone and other ma
terials has been pioneered by the Ritchie group at the University of
California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Identifying changes in extrinsic (crack-tip shielding) toughness in
bone necessitates the study of bone’s microstructural features. Crack
deflection and twisting in human cortical bone primarily occur at the
cement line located at the interfaces of osteons (Yeni and Norman,
2000). The cement line is a highly mineralized region surrounding the
secondary osteons in human bone (Nobakhti et al., 2014). Growing
microcracks reaching these regions will be deflected and twisted to
follow the path of least resistance offered by the cement lines (Zim
mermann et al., 2009). Imaging both crack deflection/twisting and its
position relative to cement lines has been made available with SRμCT
capabilities. In the case of murine bone, there are no osteons or Ha
versian canals, instead circumferential lamellae predominate (Saban
et al., 1996). These lamellae layers in murine bone can act as delami
nation interfaces resulting in similar crack deflection and twisting
(Carriero et al., 2014). This results in a tortuous crack path if a crack is
propagating in the transverse (perendicular to the longitudinal axis)
direction, enhancing toughness in the transverse orientation in bone
(Koester et al., 2011; Nalla et al., 2005b). SRμCT visualization of
three-dimensional crack profiles and their interaction with microstruc
tural features is helpful in studying the origins of fracture resistance
(Koester et al., 2008). Toughening mechanisms also exist in the longi
tudinal direction of bone via crack bridging, or uncracked-ligament

bridging (Nalla et al., 2004). This mechanism results in the creation of
uncracked regions parallel to the crack path which carry the load that
would otherwise contribute to further crack propagation (Zimmermann
et al., 2011; Nalla et al., 2003). While this mechanism results in
increased toughness in bone, crack bridging is not as influential as crack
deflection and twist (Nalla et al., 2005b).
Here we review the current body of research on the applications of
SRμCT in providing quantitative and qualitative results to assess the
mechanisms that control bone quantity and quality in bone fragility
disease. Additionally, we will explain SRμCT techniques and include a
discussion on data acquisition and processing. Because of the advance
ments in computed tomography technology, the sophistication and ca
pabilities of lab-based methods has increased in recent years. To address
this, a comparison of different computed tomography methods is also
performed. SRμCT data has shown how healthy bone derives its unique
fracture resistance and how it can be impaired by fragility diseases or
treatment. Only SRμCT can provide the three dimensional quantitative
analysis of mineral density and the resolution to observe local changes in
microstructure, bone matrix mineralization, and crack propagation.
Finally, results from SRμCT research between different studies analyzing
bone disease, bone remodeling, and treatments will be compared.
2. Synchrotron microtomography image acquisition
Computed tomography (CT) is a 3D imaging process where many 2D
X-ray images of a sample are acquired over a range of angles either over
180 or a complete 360� rotation, depending on the sample. These images
are then used to computationally reconstruct a 3D volumetric image of
the sample (Kak et al., 2002b; Bernhardt et al., 2004; Cano et al., 2008).
CT imaging has broad applications in many fields that require the
3
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non-destructive study of complex structures such as biological, medical,
and materials sciences. CT scanners typically use conventional brems
strahlung X-ray sources that generate X-rays by colliding a low energy
(energy < 500 keV) electron beams into metallic targets. These sources
are very compact (10s of centimeters in length) and are bright enough to
be used in a variety of applications.
For CT with micro-scale resolution, μCT, much brighter, higher flux
X-ray beams are required. Because of the limits of X-ray source tech
nology, lab-based conventional μCT scanners require many hours per
scan (du Plessis et al., 2016). For brighter beams and faster scans, SRμCT
is highly advantageous (See Fig. 2). Synchrotron radiation sources
typically use large, circular electron accelerators (50–500m diameter)
with high energy electron beams (energy: 1–10 GeV) (Barnard et al.,
2017). Rather than colliding these electrons with targets, simply
deflecting these beams by a few degrees with magnets causes synchro
tron X-rays to be emitted. These X-ray beams are highly collimated,
broad spectrum (spanning wide range of energy/wavelength), and are
brighter than conventional X-ray sources by several orders of
magnitude.
Due to the high X-ray flux, SRμCT scans are regularly performed in
several minutes with sub-micron resolution (Stampanoni et al., 2006).
With optimization of image acquisition settings, images can be taken at
rates faster than 1 image/second. The rapid scans that are achieved with
SRμCT are helpful for performing studies at reasonable timescales.
Furthermore, they are necessary for studying biological samples because
effects such as dehydration and changes in temperature over time can
alter the dimensions of the sample, thus disturbing the CT scan process.
Depending on the source X-ray beam condition (i.e.,either parallel
beam or divergent cone beam geometry), the ultimate resolution ach
ieved can change. In the case of parallel beam geometry typically used at
many synchrotron light sources, the resolution is primarily dependent
on the combination of scintillator properties, optical lens system, and
detector (Carlton et al., 2016). In parallel beam geometry, the highest
achievable resolution is typically limited by the wavelength of light
produced in the scintillator and the visible light optics used for detec
tion. When using a cone beam geometry, the resolution is dependent on
the geometrical position of the detector from the source and sample, the
source size and the camera pixel size (Langer et al., 2012b). Sometimes,
cone beam geometries may combine scintillator coupled objectives for
optical magnification such as in the laboratory X-ray microscopes (Feser
et al., 2008). With cone beam, the highest achievable resolution is
limited by the transverse size of the X-ray source.
The size of the field of view (FOV) that can be imaged is also an
important consideration. For a given camera size, there is an inverse
relationship between magnification and FOV. The other limitation on
FOV is the X-ray beam size (typically several cm in width and several
mm in height with the exact dimensions depending on the design of the
X-ray beamline and synchrotron facility). For example, a typical SRμCT
instrument with a 10� objective and 0.6 micron resolution could image
a 2 � 2 mm2 area FOV, corresponding to 2 mm (height) � 2 mm
(diameter) cylindrical volume. The same system with a lower magnifi
cation 2� objective with 3 micron resolution would be able to image a
10 � 10 mm2 FOV, corresponding to 10 mm (height) � 10 mm
(diameter) cylindrical volume. However, if the beam is only 5 mm tall
this would limit the FOV in the latter case. For special cases where it is
necessary to capture large samples or multi-scale structural features
while maintaining high resolution, it is possible to increase the FOV with
some additional complexity in the scan process. The height of the FOV
can effectively be extended by taking multiple scans at different heights
and stitching them together computationally. The width of the FOV can
also be extended in the direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation by
offsetting the axis of rotation and scanning over 360� , also called wide
field view tomography (Labriet et al., 2018).
Synchrotron hard X-ray tomography beamlines provide a number of
options for adjusting settings to optimize data collection for different
applications. We will discuss three of these: monochromatic/

polychromatic X-ray energy, absorption or propagation-based phase
contrast modes, and other scan parameters.
Monochromatic/Polychromatic X-ray energy. Synchrotrons pro
duce very bright, broad spectrum X-rays, spanning a wide range of X-ray
energy/wavelength. Many beamlines have an optical device called a
monochromator that removes all but a narrow range of energy by
preferentially reflecting X-rays of a specific energy/wavelength using a
silicon crystal or multilayer mirror (somewhat similar to a diffraction
grating in a spectrometer). The selected energy is dependent on the
angle of the mirror and therefore the energy can be tuned for optimized
contrast by tilting the mirror. Beamlines can switch between a poly
chromatic “white” or “pink” beam mode and a monochromatic mode by
swapping the multilayer crystal in and out of the X-ray beam path. Most
quantitative studies of bone using synchrotron sources rely on mono
chromatic radiation because the beam energy can be tuned to an energy
that maximizes the absorption contrast and minimizes imaging arte
facts. Moreover, the attenuation coefficients obtained from the scan data
be more easily converted to quantitative values like mineral density,
based on tabulated values of X-ray absorption for particular compounds
at a given X-ray energy. Polychromatic scans with a synchrotron source
have the advantage of higher flux and hence can be used for higher
speed scanning. However, this mode is not as commonly used for bone
due to additional radiation damage caused by significantly higher flux
and the less optimized broad energy spectrum.
Absorption or propagation-based phase contrast modes. The
most straightforward mechanism for X-ray imaging is absorption
contrast. The density of a material and absorption properties of its
constituent atoms are directly related to how many X-rays pass through
the material to create an image. This is very effective for samples con
taining materials that have absorption properties that differ enough for
them to be distinguished but are also close enough in absorption for
either of the materials to be observed within the dynamic range of the
detector. In the case of bone imaging, bone inherently has a good ab
sorption contrast and is well suited for absorption contrast tomography.
Moreover, a significant part of bone research studies involve measure
ment of changes in mineralization as a result of a drug or due to disease.
Synchrotron beamlines can also use multiple modes of phase
contrast, including grating-based, speckle-based, and propagationbased. Propagation-based phase contrast is the simplest because it re
quires no additional hardware or different scanning routines (Paganin
et al., 2002; De Witte et al., 2009). Phase contrast in this context occurs
due to small variations in the refractive index of materials in the sample.
Abrupt changes in refractive properties between structures in the sample
causes the X-ray paths to be slightly deflected at material interfaces,
producing fringes that tend to enhance edges. Grating-based phase
contrast involves using two gratings: a phase grating to introduce a
phase shift which through the Talbot effect creates intensity variations
and a second grating to analyze the created pattern (Talbot, 1836;
Momose et al., 2003). This type of phase contrast has been used in both
lab-based settings and at synchrotron sources (Ruiz-Yaniz et al., 2016).
Speckle-based phase contrast methods use a speckled surface, such as
sandpaper or a biological membrane, with propagation-based methods
to extract differential contrast in a scan; revealing information about the
phase gradient (Morgan et al., 2012; Cerbino et al., 2008). Although the
first uses of this technique were performed at synchrotron facilities, the
technique has been expanded to lab-based CT setups as well (Zhou et al.,
2015).
Phase contrast is particularly useful for imaging when materials have
low absorption and cannot be easily distinguished from each other
because of their similar absorption properties. The relative contribution
of phase contrast to the image can be increased simply by moving the
detector farther from the sample; with increasing distance of the de
tector, the phase fringe arising from transitions between regions with
differing indices of refraction are better resolved and hence the
boundaries separating the two regions are easily discerned. Due to the
high coherence of synchrotron beams, samples that have lower
4
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absorption contrast and are low absorbing produce excellent phase
contrast. Because contrast is greatly dependent on the changes in the
index of refraction rather than the X-ray absorption in phase contrast
mode, features such as cracks, voids, and interface boundaries are
clearly resolved.
Scan parameters. These parameters include exposure time, angular
range of scanning and number of projection images collected over that
range, whether the scan is done in “fly scan” mode (with the sample
continuously rotated during scanning), and when and how many flat
field (images without the sample) and dark field (images without X-ray
illumination) images are collected. The major consideration in setting
these parameters is the trade-off between scan time and image quality.
Faster scans can help reduce delivered radiation dose or sample motion
issues (mostly associated with dehydration in bone samples), but also
have lower signal to noise due to few X-rays reaching the detector for
each image. The process of optimizing these scan parameters is often
closely tied to the image processing–the scans are often set to be run as
fast as possible, to take advantage of limited synchrotron beam avail
ability, while still enabling the image processing goals to be
accomplished.
In addition to scan parameters, additional considerations must be
made to account to irradiation of bone samples during scanning. This is
usually the case when bone scans are taken in absorption mode to take
advantage of the direct conversion of gray values into attenuation co
efficients. In particular, in situ mechanical testing can expose bone to
about 1 MGy of radiation. Ritchie and his group have shown that X-ray
radiation, typically used in microtomography, degrades the mechanical
properties of bone (Barth et al., 2010; Cornu et al., 2000). The total
radiation dose need to be kept under 30 kGy to limit the detrimental
effect of X-ray exposure (Barth et al., 2010, 2011). Decreases in ultimate
strength, ductility, work-to-fracture, and fracture toughness were
observed once the 30 kGy limit is reached (Barth et al., 2010). When
comparing crack propagation in the transverse direction of bone using
SRμCT between low radiation dose and high dose, large deflections in
the crack path are present in the low dose case while much lower
severity deflection and twist are present in the high dose (Barth et al.,
2011) indicative of toughness decrease. To decrease radiation dose
when imaging a crack path, phase contrast mode is used to increase the
sensitivity and contrast of a scan, enhancing the crack for a given ra
diation dose (Lewis, 2004). Managing radiation dose to mitigate alter
ation of bone properties is an important consideration to make when
performing SRμCT if mechanical testing is performed following a scan.

ImageJ, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, http://imagej.nih.
gov/ij/, 1997–2011.), Avizo (VSG, Visualization Sciences Group), and
Dragonfly (ORS, Object Research Systems) to extract information about
microstructure and crack propagation.
When processing SRμCT data, artefacts from the scanning process
must be removed to ensure accurate material characterization (Schlüter
et al., 2014). To achieve the best possible accuracy, undesirable artefacts
must be removed during or after reconstruction (Vidal et al., 2005).
Additionally, proper segmentation techniques must be performed dur
ing image processing to accurately quantify bone (Dong et al., 2014).
The main scanning artefacts that are present in SRμCT data include
stripe or ring artefacts, beam hardening, metal or attenuation coefficient
artefacts, and shifted rotation center (Bouxsein et al., 2010). Stripes in
the original, scanned data, which appear as rings in reconstructed data
(Fig. 3a), are a result of inhomogeneous X-ray beam drift (Gürsoy et al.,
2014). Defects on the scintillator or the detector of the synchrotron
system can exacerbate these effects (Raven, 1998). This defect can be an
issue because gray values of pixels/voxels can be altered and features of
the microstructure can be obscured. To remove ring artefacts, combined
wavelet-Fourier filtering is often implemented on the dataset before
reconstruction to remove stripes (Münch et al., 2009).
Phase contrast can be a source of artefacts if it is not taken into ac
count and images are assumed to be based purely on absorption (Vidal
et al., 2005). In the context of SRμCT, the type of phase-contrast that is
contained in images is referred to as “propagation-based” phase
contrast, and is a result of the scanned sample distorting the X-ray
wavefront, causing edges and internal features of the bone to be high
lighted with much higher or much lower intensity pixels than what is
truly present (Fig. 3c) (Mayo et al., 2012). Not accounting for phase
contrast contributions to images will lead to error when quantifying
mineralization, also called volumetric tissue mineral density (vTMD),
because pixel gray values are assumed to be directly related to levels of
mineralization. The influence of phase contrast can interfere with
detection of mineral heterogeneities that may be present at boundaries
near pores in bone.
Phase retrieval techniques can be used to quantitatively reconstruct
pixel gray values corresponding to the phase contrast. One popular
approach to phase retrieval works by solving the ‘Transport of Intensity
Equation’ (TIE) (Paganin et al., 2002). However, phase retrieval
generally degrades image resolution, and is only quantitatively valid
under assumptions that are often not met in bone samples (for example,
that the sample is made of only one type of material).
While phase contrast can be problematic when studying vTMD, it can
be beneficial - and in fact critical - in other bone and biological materials
research. For instance, detecting microcracks and mapping out fracture
in mechanically loaded bone samples, from either in situ or ex situ ex
periments is highly challenging especially when the cracks have not
opened up sufficiently greater than the scan resolution (Larrue et al.,
2011; Thurner et al., 2006). In such situations, the phase contrast mode
is used. Phase-contrast signal from cracks arises quite strongly and
highlights the cracks much more effectively (Sinnett-Jones et al., 2005).
Segmenting the crack network is however not trivial when conventional
thresholding methods or edge detection algorithms fail and may require
manual to semi-automated or machine learning/deep learning seg
mentation (Liu et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019).
Implanted objects, commonly metal, often have much higher linear
�lu, 2014). In a scan, these
attenuation coefficients (Akça and Erzeneog
objects may cause total absorption of the X-ray, resulting in bright ob
jects with star shaped reconstruction artefacts (Bouxsein et al., 2010).
While metal artefacts in scans are greatly reduced with the use of syn
chrotron radiation, elimination of these artefacts can only presently be
performed by removal of the object from the scan (Le Cann et al., 2019).
Finally, detection of the proper center of rotation is necessary for a
high-quality reconstructed dataset. Improper detection of a center of
rotation results in obscured microstructural features during recon
struction (Fig. 3b). Center of rotation optimization is commonly

3. Synchrotron microtomography image processing
Following acquisition of SRμCT data, tomographic slices must be
reconstructed. In SRμCT, X-ray projections of a sample being scanned
are collected at multiple angles between 0 and 180 (or 360) degrees of
rotation (MacDowell et al., 2016). A Fourier transform is performed on
the projection data to obtain location estimates of the object’s Fourier
transform in the frequency domain along radial lines (Smith, 2003).
Ideally, the reconstruction of each projection angle could be summed to
obtain information on the entire frequency domain to provide a com
plete, full reconstruction. However, this is not the case because each
projection is only representative of a single radial line, resulting in
features possessing a diffuse blur. To correct this blur, a filtered back
projection algorithm can be applied (Peters, 1997; Salom�
e et al., 1999).
Filtered back-projection applies weighting to the frequency domain
data, effectively allowing positive and negative components of the
filtered projection to cancel during summing, and thereby eliminating
the diffuse blur (Kak et al., 2002a). Commercial reconstruction software
such as Octopus (Octopus v8; IIC UGent, Zwijnaarde) or python-based
reconstruction through the TomoPy package relies on this image
reconstruction method to obtain transverse slices relative to sample
orientation during scanning (Gürsoy et al., 2014). Reconstructed data is
processed using image processing tools, such as ImageJ (Rasband, W.S.,
5
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Fig. 3. Common artefacts present in
SRμCT scans. (a) Murine cortical bone
cross-section. A ring artefact manifests
itself as concentric circles about the
rotation center in a scan. Often times
these are the result of defects on the
scintillator during scanning. (b) Murine
cortical bone cross-section. Improper
detection of the center of rotation dur
ing the image reconstruction process
can result in undesirable center-ofrotation-shift artefacts, causing poros
ities and other microstructural features
of bone to appear as crescent-shaped
blurs. (c) Bovine cortical bone cross
section. While still high resolution and
relatively high quality, phase-constrast
artefacts, indicated by black arrows,
are present in the form of higher and
lower intensity pixels around an edge or
porosity in bone.

performed to detect and minimize these effects (Cheng et al., 2018).
After producing a high-quality reconstructed dataset devoid of ar
tefacts, proper segmentation techniques must be applied to obtain
characteristic results. In analysis of trabecular bone, the volume of in
terest can be selected by hand or can be separated from the bone using
algorithms (Buie et al., 2007). In the quantification of SRμCT data for
cortical bone, segmentation is commonly performed to extract lacunar
volume, canal diameter, orientation of microstructural features,
examine crack propagation, or to find a host of other variables. Failure
to accurately segment these features will result in a poor quantification
~ ez et al., 2017; Carter
on all successive analyses (Dong et al., 2014; Nún
et al., 2013). Various methods are used to segment lacunae and canals,
but a large majority involve thresholding voxels within a certain range
of gray value intensities and filtering a region based on appropriate
particle size (Dong et al., 2014; Jameson et al., 2013; J�
auregui et al.,
2016). Segmentation of cracks can be more challenging than osteocyte
lacunae and vascular canals, but has been performed in several studies
(Busse et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2011; Acevedo et al., 2015;
Zimmermann et al., 2015b). Segmentation of microcracks in bone using
SRμCT can prove even more difficult, as noise and artefacts from the
scan obscure these features (Ma et al., 2016; Larrue et al., 2007). Despite
this, some successful efforts have been made (Larrue et al., 2011).

Table 1
Common micro-computed tomography parameters.
Bone Quantity and
Size Parameters

Parameter

Description

Modality

Tb.N

Trabecular
Number
Trabecular
Thickness
Bone Volume
Fraction
Cortical Thickness
Cortical Area
Canal Diameter
Canal Density
Cortical Porosity
Lacunar Volume
Lacunar Surface
Area
Lacunar Density
Canalicular
Diameter
Canalicular
Number
Trabecular
Separation
Trabecular
Separation
Tissue Mineral
Density
Structural Model
Index
Degree of
Anisotropy
Canal
Connectivity
Canalicular
Connectivity

LabμCT, SRμCT

Tb.Th
BV/TV
Ct.Th
Ct.Ar
Ca.Dm
Ca.Dn
Ct.Po
Lc.V
Lc.S
Lc.Dn
Can.Dma
Can.Na

Bone Quality
Parameters

4. SRμCT and computed tomography in bone research

Tb.Sp
Ca.Sp
TMD

4.1. Computed tomography quantification parameters

SMI

While SRμCT is a powerful method for investigating a variety of bone
quantity and quality related parameters, it is not always the most
appropriate computed tomography method. Depending on the param
eters that are desired for a given study, different techniques, whether
SRμCT, lab-based μCT, or synchrotron radiation nano-computed to
mography (SRnCT), can be used to accomplish the task.
The technique chosen is often determined by the spatial resolution
necessary to resolve key features. Choosing a technique which does not
possess a high enough spatial resolution for a task will result in an
inability to quantify parameters of interest. However, other factors will
also influence the choice of the technique such as energy and flux range
mostly suited to obtain high-contrast images and high signal-to-noise
ratio in the material, or monochromaticity versus polychromaticity.
Outlined in Table 1 are selected, common bone parameters quantified by
computed tomography methods.
Bone quantity is assessed through parameters related to porosity size
(Th, Dm, S, Ar, V) and density (Dn, N) since they evaluate the amount of

DA
Ca.Conn
Can.
Conna

LabμCT, SRμCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRμCT
SRμCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRnCT
SRnCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
LabμCT (indirect),
SRμCT, SRnCT
LabμCT, SRμCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRμCT, SRnCT
SRnCT

a
Canalicular variables are sometimes referred to with the abbreviation “Ca.”,
however, this work will use “Can.” to distinguish this variable from canals.

bone volume fraction (BV/TV, Po). Bone quality’s parameters involved
structure and organization of material in space (Sp, SMI, DA), material
composition (TMD), and osteocyte-mediated remodeling (Lc, Can).
TMD, or mineralization, is often reported as a mass of hydroxyapitite
per volume or as a calcium percentage. The gray value, or voxel atten
uation, of a reconstructed SRμCT scan can be directly converted to
vTMD values using the linear attenuation coefficient of the material
being scanned (Nuzzo et al., 2002). This coefficient is dependent on the
6
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Table 2
Comparison of lab-based μCT and synchrotron-based μCT. Relevant advantages and disadvantages of LabμCT and SRμCT are shown for a variety of pertinent
characteristics of each technique.
Resolution

Flux

Energy Range

Monochromaticity

LabμCT

SRμCT

� Approaching approximately 0.5 μm through either detector-based or
source-based system design (Zabler et al., 2020).
� Lab-based systems are also achieving nanoscale resolutions of 50 nm
through the use of X-ray optics, such as Fresnel zone plate optics (Feser
et al., 2008).
� Low flux (roughly three orders of magnitude lower than the flux in
SRμCT). When lab-based systems try to push the flux through increase in
power, there is an inevitable increase in spot size, leading to reduced
resolution (Zabler et al., 2020).

� Resolutions ranging from 30 nm to 0.5 μm are routinely achieved at
synchrotron light sources using visible light optics or X-ray optics such as
zone plates and compound reflective lenses (Weitkamp et al., 2010;
Stampanoni et al., 2006).

� Typically, lab-based systems can cover a much wider range of energies
than SRμCT ranging from 30 keV to up to 650 keV. However, these sys
tems cannot access some of the lower keV ranges necessary for biological
samples. Also, lab sources tend to possess a nonlinear keV to flux behavior
and generally have far lower flux at lower energies, resulting in great
difficulty when performing in situ experiments on biological samples in a
reasonable amount of time.
� LabμCT systems typically operate based on polychromatic X-ray sources
and in general possess less tunability in scan energy compared to SRμCT.

Artefacts

� Beam hardening artefacts are significantly present since there is higher
absorption of lower energy X-rays leading to an artefact of higher intensity
values on the edges of samples.
� Ring artefacts on LabμCT systems are also encountered but are more easily
managed, especially because the scintillator or camera response does not
change much over a period of time.

Mineral
Quantification
(vTMD)

� Grayscale values of reconstructed data do not directly correspond to
attenuation coefficients. In order for a quantitative analysis of the mineral
concentrations in bone, a calibration using known phantoms is required,
involving additional steps and effort (Schweizer et al., 2007).

Scan Times

� Due to low flux, the scan times for a tomographic scan can range between
30 min and 10s of hours depending on the chosen resolution and sample
size.

Accessibility and
cost

� LabμCT systems are widely available and low cost.

In situ experiments

� LabμCT systems are geared towards long-duration in situ experiments due
to longer scan times and better accessibility.

Environmental
chambers

� Some manufacturers offer a range of environmental chambers and users
may build their own as well for controlled, conventional purposes (in situ
mechanical testing). A primary limitation of environmental chambers for
LabμCT is space available for such a chamber.

X-ray energy, material, and material thickness used during scanning
(Burghardt et al., 2007). Finite element models can be constructed from
each SRμCT scan. vTMD values of each voxel can then be assigned to a
voxel-specific Young’s modulus for each finite element using a
power-law relationship (Wagner et al., 2011; Nyman et al., 2015; Easley
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015).
Another advantage of high-quality images obtained by SRμCT is the
possibility to calculate reliable and precise measures of strain based on
Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) (Gillard et al., 2014; Palanca et al.,
2016). DVC can be applied to any 3D images of a material from a
reference state to a deformed state in order to calculate the full 3D
displacement and 3D strain maps. However, when strains obtained from
SRμCT are compared with the ones obtained from LabμCT, the error is
reduced by one order of magnitude, and can therefore be used to eval
uate strain in the physiological range (Palanca et al., 2017; Dall’Ara
et al., 2014).
Canalicular diameter (Can.Dm), number (Can.N), and connectivity

� Synchrotron beamlines, especially ones with an associated insertion
device, can deliver extremely high flux even at high resolutions (Weitkamp
et al., 2010).
� The abundance of flux at synchrotron sources may inadvertently lead to
sensitive samples receiving higher doses of radiation. This can change
material properties, especially as seen in bone (Barth et al., 2010).
� Users can access lower side of the energy range, typically below 10 keV.
These ranges are particularly well suited for obtaining higher contrast in
biological samples.

� Single crystal multilayers allow for fine tuning of the source so that
monochromatic X-rays of chosen energies are available. Choosing low
energies can produce significantly higher contrast in samples such as bone
where the differences in mineral density are relatively small (Stampanoni
et al., 2006).
� Facilitates dual energy scanning approaches to take advantage of enhanced
contrast at different energies from different constituents (Ito, 2005).
� No beam hardening artifacts are observed in scans utilizing
monochromatic X-rays.
� Scintillators degrade faster due to higher flux. Scintillator degradation can
lead to ring artefacts in the reconstructed 3D data. Secondly, most
beamlines cater to a wide range of applications, requiring switching
between a wide variety of experimental setups. These factors lead to a
challenge in managing the scintillator optimizations that are key to ring
artefact-free images.
� One of the greatest advantages, among many others, of using synchrotron
radiation for bone research. The grayscale value within a reconstructed
volume directly corresponds to the attenuation coefficients of the minerals
and constituents of the bone, hence the results can directly be used to
correlate with other 2D mapping techniques (Bayat et al., 2005).
� Scan times typically range from a few seconds to tens of minutes depending
on the mode and resolution of the measurement.
� High flux and advancements in sample stage and detector hardware have
enables dynamic tomography with sufficiently high temporal resolution.
� Access to synchrotron facilities is limited. Beamtime is allocated through
peer-review and open competition. Users have access to free but limited
beamtime of usually a few 24-h beamtime shifts.
� In situ experiments need to be short due to limited beamtime access. Fast
scan times enables in situ quasi-static and dynamic mechanical testing of
materials.
� In situ environmental cells are usually an important part of synchrotron
beamline programs. They are used to impose unique, controlled
environmental conditions on samples such as different levels of
temperature, pressure, humidity or vacuum.

(Can.Conn) are parameters that have been quantified using nano
tomography techniques in recent years. Due to the existence of canal
iculi at the nanoscale in bone, extremely high resolutions are needed to
visualize and quantify these structures. At this length scale, bone is
studied at the cellular level using SRnCT, often with phase contrast
(Peyrin et al., 2014a). SRnCT, with a typical resolution of 30–100 nm, is
a powerful technique allowing for 3D visualization of bone ultrastruc
ture (Langer et al., 2012b; Hesse et al., 2015b; Peyrin, 2009; Peyrin
et al., 2014b), including canaliculi which were not previously visible
with other forms of tomography (Langer et al., 2012a). However, the
FOV, and thus the size of the sample, are reduced. For instance, a SRnCT
scan with an image resolution of 50 nm implies approximately a 0:15 �
0:15 mm2 area FOV, corresponding to 0.15 mm (height) � 0.15 mm
(diameter) cylindrical volume. Quantification of the branching proper
ties and number of canaliculi in relation to lacunae has been performed
with SRnCT in addition to 3D visualization (Varga et al., 2015; Yu et al.,
2020). Because of the increased resolution, highly localized effects can
7
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be captured compared to SRμCT. One such example is the mass density
directly surrounding the lacunae and canaliculi. Gradients of this dis
tribution are more pronounced near lacunae and diminish with age
(Hesse et al., 2015a). With phase SRnCT, 3D organization of the
mineralized collagen fibrils oscillations was revealed confirming fibril
oscillations in a twisting plywood structure around osteons (Varga et al.,
2013). Although SRnCT provides higher resolution images compared to
SRμCT, SRnCT possesses its own set of new challenges. While resolution
is high using SRnCT, this comes at the expense of a smaller field of view
when scanning the sample. SRnCT beamlines are more limited in their
availability when compared to SRμCT, which are also relatively limited
compared to lab-based μCT. The high resolutions of SRnCT scans are
limited by the detector at the beamline as well as the radiation dose.
Optimization of scanning parameters allows for simultaneous radiation
dose reduction and higher signal to noise ratio (Pacureanu et al., 2012).

loading (Zimmermann et al., 2009) with underlying biological and
material mechanisms at the microstructural level observable with
SRμCT.
In addition, collaborations with the Alliston and Acevedo labora
tories have revealed the critical role of osteocytes in PLR (Dole et al.,
2017, 2019; Mazur et al., 2019; Fowler et al., 2017). By studying mice
deficient in osteocyte-mediated PLR, these laboratories found that
disruption of osteocyte remodeling function can cause a distinctive
pattern of hypermineralization, as well as changes in osteocyte size and
distribution, both of which are associated with bone fragility.
5.1. Microstructural features
Bone-embedded osteocytes account for 90%–95% of bone cells
(Bonewald, 2011). Osteocytes connect with one another and with the
vascular network through their dendritic processes, which extend
through channels called canaliculi (Bonewald, 2006). Until recently,
osteocytes were widely thought to lay relatively dormant in the bone
matrix where they coordinated the activity of other cell types involved
in bone remodeling. Osteocytes are now known to be responsible for
localized bone remodeling through PLR remodeling as well as mecha
notransduction (Qing et al., 2012; Klein-Nulend et al., 2005). During
PLR, osteocytes dynamically remodel the lacuno-canalicular network
through resorption and replacement of the surrounding bone matrix
(Qing and Lynda, 2009; Dole et al., 2019). Mechanotransduction is the
process of converting physical cues, such as fluid flow though canalic
ular networks, to biochemical signals that influence cellular behaviors,
which can impact bone remodeling and other factors of bone homeo
stasis (Burger and Klein-Nulend, 1999).
Osteocyte cells themselves cannot be easily studied with SRμCT, but
SRμCT analysis of their effects on the lacunae and bone matrix can
provide insight into their remodeling function and agency on bone
quality (Bonewald, 2011; Nicolella et al., 2006; Gerbaix et al., 2017).
Among the parameters that can be investigated using SRμCT to elucidate
osteocyte function are vTMD of bone, as well as lacunar volume, density,
and orientation. Porosities in bone can be segmented by size and
quantified to obtain information about lacunae.
Due to the relationship between osteocytes and PLR, suppression of
PLR can appear in SRμCT datasets as changes in lacunar size and
orientation (Hesse et al., 2014b, 2015b; Roschger et al., 2019). The
suppression of PLR through glucocorticoid-induced osteonecrosis re
veals a decrease in lacunar volume in osteonecrotic bone compared to a
non-treated, control bone. The significant change to both trabecular and
cortical bone within 7 days of treatment extends surmounting evidence
that PLR is indeed a dynamic process required for healthy bone ho
meostasis (Fowler et al., 2017).
Other agents that regulate cellular functions in bone also affect
lacunar parameters in a variety of ways. While the precise causes of
changes in osteocyte lacunar size and shape remain unanswered, it is
clear that osteocytes dynamically respond to stimuli. Lacunar size is
increased with a vitamin D deficiency, while lacunar density remained
the same (Fig. 4) (Busse et al., 2013). Long-term glucocorticoid treat
ment has been shown to increase lacunar size (Lane and Yao, 2010).
Lacunar size and density are additionally reported to vary with location,
consistent with the anatomically distinct control of bone quality and PLR
(Hesse et al., 2014a). SRμCT revealed the osteocyte requirement for the
enzyme MMP13 for PLR in long bones such as the femur and tibia
(Mazur et al., 2019). It also demonstrated that cochlear bone maintains
lacunar parameters independently of this protein. The extent to which
the differential regulation of PLR is responsible for the dramatically
different material properties in long bone and the cochlea remains to be
fully elucidated. Nonetheless, analysis of these microstructural features
in small bones from genetically modified mice is sufficient to reveal new
biological mechanisms by which cochlear bone apparently suppress
osteocyte-mediated PLR to protect hearing (J�
auregui et al., 2016).
The Haversian system, or secondary osteon, is comprised of a central

4.2. Differences between lab-based μCT and SRμCT
With the increasing power of lab-based μCT, the capabilities of these
systems and SRμCT begin to overlap. New lab-based systems can resolve
features at similar length scales to their synchrotron counterparts (0.5
μm) via extremely small spot sizes, charged couple device cameras with
smaller pixels, and high resolution scintillator-based magnification ob
jectives. Additionally, lab-based systems are more compatible for ex
periments spanning a long duration of time due to limited synchrotron
beamtime access. On the other hand, synchrotron sources have several
key advantages over conventional μCT and are user facilities which are
free of cost if a beam time session is granted. Table 2 presents notable
advantages and disadvantages of each method pertaining to significant
factors of both techniques.
5. Application of SRμCT in bone research
Trabecular bone’s mechanical behavior is strongly influenced by
microarchitectural features whereas cortical bone’s mechanical
behavior is primarily dominated by the material properties (Bayraktar
et al., 2004; Burr, 2002). Bone is an organized multiscale arrangement of
collagen and mineral at nano-to macroscopic dimensions. As such, it
derives its unique mechanical properties over multiple length scales
(Reznikov et al., 2014). At micron-scales, extrinsic toughening origi
nates from the nature of the crack path in inducing crack deflection and
bridging mechanisms (Nalla et al., 2005b). SRμCT provides a unique,
non-invasive means for 3D characterization of cracks and their inter
action with the bone-matrix structure.
SRμCT is powerful for the analysis of biological features in bone
because it provides insight into both biological mechanisms and into the
control of bone quality. The ability of SRμCT to quantify thousands of
lacunar volumes in 3D overcomes the limitations of more traditional
histological approaches, in which analysis of lacunar size is timeconsuming and based on a single 2D section through each lacunae.
Quantification and visualization of the degree of mineralization,
particularly around other biologically relevant features, can illuminate
the mechanisms controlling matrix mineralization. Likewise, analysis of
the size, tortuosity, and density of Haversian canals provides insight into
bone vascularity and organization. Unfortunately, at this time, analysis
of canalicular features is only possible with SRnCT. This information is
incredibly valuable for understanding bone microstructure at even
smaller length scales.
Ritchie and collaborators have used SRμCT to understand how
various biological factors can change the bone’s complex structure and
thereby affect its resistance to fracture. They found that bone’s ability to
resist crack propagation is affected by aging (Koester et al., 2011;
Zimmermann et al., 2011), long-term bisphosphonate treatment (Ace
vedo et al., 2015), corticosteroid treatment (Fowler et al., 2017),
vitamin-D deficiency (Busse et al., 2013), irradiation (Barth et al., 2010,
2011), as well as orientation (Koester et al., 2008) and multiaxial
8
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Haversian canal surrounded by concentric lamellae layers. The bound
ary of the Haversian system is marked by a highly mineralized cement
line (Fig. 1) where microcracks often form. Because Haversian canals are
vascular porosities, they can be identified by SRμCT for threedimensional visualization (Cooper et al., 2011). Efforts have also been
made to visualize the canals with the surrounding osteon (Maggiano
et al., 2016).
Simply visualizing Haversian canals is useful for qualitative analysis
of bone quality in diseases such as Paget’s disease of bone (PDB). One
characteristic of this disease is hypervascularization (increased number
or density of blood vessels) in bone and highly disorganized, immature
lamellae surrounding disoriented Haversian canals (Zimmermann et al.,
2015b). Vitamin D deficiency sees an increase in cortical porosity with a
correlated increase in Haversian canal diameter (Busse et al., 2013). The
effect of aging on Haversian canals has also been quantified using
SRμCT. Aged bone was noted to have three times the osteonal density,
indicated by comparing young and aged Haversian canal density (Fig. 4)
(Zimmermann et al., 2011). A higher density of Haversian canals implies
an increase in the number of cement lines on osteonal boundaries. These
hypermineralized cement lines have been shown to accumulate micro
cracks and deflect and twist the crack path.

but in the past two decades bone quality has emerged as an additional,
potent source of bone degradation.
In the longitudinal direction of bone, presence of crack bridging is a
driving mechanism of resistance to fracture. Crack bridges running
parallel and forward of the crack tip act to carry load which would
otherwise contribute to further propagating the crack. These bridges are
observed to be smaller and less frequent in aged bone when compared to
young bone (Zimmermann et al., 2011). Using SRμCT, Haversian canal
density, and thus osteonal density, is shown to be notably higher for
aged bone (Fig. 4). The osteonal boundary possesses highly mineralized
cement lines on which fracture can more easily propagate. While the
osteonal boundary can possess beneficial microcracks that provide
extrinsic toughening in bone, the smaller, less frequent microcracks due
to aging, in combination with the increased potential surfaces for crack
propagation in cement lines, result in the less tough, more brittle elderly
bones. A reduction in the fracture toughness crack-resistance curve (or
R-curve) slope for aged bone compared to young bone is in agreement
with these mechanisms.
When a crack is propagating transversely to the osteon direction,
crack deflection plays a dominant role in increasing extrinsic toughness
at the microscale. While crack bridging primarily takes effect in the
longitudinal direction of propagation along osteon boundaries, crack
deflection acts most dominantly when cracks propagate in the transverse
direction (Ritchie et al., 2009). This mechanism deflects, or changes the
angle of, the direction of crack propagation from transverse to more
longitudinal (Fig. 5). Again, osteons are key features for this mechanism
in human bone, as crack deflection commonly occurs at the osteon
boundary along cement lines where a path of least microstructural
resistance is found. Because osteons are oriented longitudinally,

5.2. Crack propagation and fracture
Healthy bone’s unique ability to resist fracture is due in part to
extrinsic toughness mechanisms at the microscale. However, these
mechanisms can be impeded, resulting in bone fragility and increased
risk of fracture. Aging has long been known to have a detrimental effect
on toughness in bone due to decreasing bone mass, or quantity, with age,

Fig. 4. Morphology changes due to aging and
vitamin D deficiency. 3D images quantifying the
size and distribution of Haversian canals in (a) young
and (b) aged bone demonstrate how a higher density
of canals and osteons with aging leads to a reduced
toughness in the longitudinal orientation because
there is more cement lines where microcracks can
accumulate (Figure adapted from Zimmermann et al.
(2011)). Vitamin D deficiency alters the morphology
of bone causing larger osteocyte lacunae (c and d)
(Figure adapted from Busse et al. (2013)).
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Fig. 5. Tomographic image showing the crack path from a notch oriented perpendicular to the osteonal orientation. Both control and bisphosphonate
treated samples show the crack path (in orange) deflecting and twisting in relation to the bone’s structure (i.e., specifically at the Haversian canals, which are shown
in green) (Figure adapted from Acevedo et al. Bone, 2015).

toughness in the transverse direction is markedly higher (i.e. when the
maximum driving force propagates the crack in the direction perpen
dicular to the osteons), by approximately five times more than in the
longitudinal direction (Koester et al., 2008). In lamellar murine bone,
crack deflection is also shown without the presence of osteons. In this
case, the crack is deflected by the lamellae acting as delamination bar
riers to increase toughness (Carriero et al., 2014).
Crack deflection and toughness are often adversely impacted by bone
disease, and SRμCT has been used in combination with other techniques
to elucidate mechanisms that affect toughness. Osteogenesis imperfecta
(OI), brittle bone disease, is an ailment in which molecular level

mutations in bone are responsible for sudden whole-bone fracture (Sil
lence et al., 1979). A comparison of crack path deflections in whole bone
fracture from OI with healthy bone has revealed that wild-type, healthy
bone crack propagation in the transverse direction has marked de
flections and a tortuous crack path and OI has a characteristically
smoother crack path (Carriero et al., 2014). In combination with R-curve
analysis, it is clear that toughening mechanisms in OI bone are highly
disrupted. When comparing healthy bone and PDB, crack growth of
control
bone
displays
large
crack
deflection
at
the
longitudinally-oriented osteon boundaries, where PDB shows a
distinctly straighter propagation in the transverse direction due partly

Fig. 6. Changes in mineralization due to glucocorticoid-induced osteonecrosis. Hypermineralization of osteonecrotic bone (arrows) compared to healthy bone
from the human femoral head shows the role of perilacunar remodeling. (Figure adapted from Fowler et al. Sci Rep, 2017).
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because of the previously mentioned disorganization of Haversian
canals/osteons. Despite these features of the diseased bone, there is no
significant difference in energy dissipation or crack-growth toughness
between control and PDB samples. In the absence of crack deflection due
to disorganization of the Haversian systems, increased plasticity of the
bone and crack bridging have more pronounced effects, which partially
compensate for the lack of crack deflection (Zimmermann et al., 2015b).
The complexity of bone’s hierarchical structure as well as the mecha
nisms that influence toughness in bone have profound effects on crack
deflection.

features. This reconstructed data can be processed to quantify porosity
size and density in bone as an indicator of bone quantity, as well as
structural, mineral composition (vTMD), and osteocyte lacunar quanti
fication as indicators of bone quality. These parameters are but a few of
the wide variety of information that can potentially be supplied through
the use of SRμCT (Table 1), and as synchrotron and lab-based CT tech
niques become more advanced, other mechanisms controlling bone
quality are becoming more clear. Additionally, due to toughening
mechanisms acting at every length-scale in the hierarchical structure of
bone, examining features at the microscale assists in understanding the
unique ability of bone to resist fracture and how this ability is degraded
with disease. Because extrinsic toughening mechanisms such as crack
deflection and twist occur predominantly at the microscale, SRμCT is
appropriately used to visualize and quantify crack deflection around
highly mineralized regions.
Application of SRμCT to assess bone quality and fracture mecha
nisms, particularly in unhealthy bone, is paramount for improving
quality of life. No clear trends exist connecting bone fragility to lacunar
size or density when studying PLR suppression through glucocorticoidinduced osteonecrosis, vitamin D deficiency, and cochlear bone with
an MMP13 protease deficiency. This indicates that the factors respon
sible for controlling lacunar size and shape remain to be fully explored.
Recent work in resistance to fracture does indicate that increased Ha
versian canal and osteonal density, in conjunction with larger and more
frequent microcracks, contribute to lower toughness in aged bone due to
a higher number of hypermineralized cement lines present for crack
propagation to occur.
The longitudinally oriented cement lines in human bone and the
lamellae layers in murine bone have been found to be the main source of
crack deflection. Comparisons between healthy and fragile bones reveal
that osteonal organization and mineralization of bone matrix play a
large role in bone quality as well. Hypermineralization found in condi
tions such as OI and a vitamin D deficiency is thought to increase bone
fragility, and hypomineralization is thought to contribute to the plas
ticity of bone seen in PDB. These applications showcase the diversity of
SRμCT and also display how research using SRμCT has advanced un
derstanding of bone quality through study of microstructure, fracture
mechanisms, and mineralization.

5.3. Mineralization
vTMD is a component of bone quality made directly accessible using
SRμCT. When analyzing SRμCT data for application in bone research,
the shift in peak vTMD is studied as a measure of change in minerali
zation. The extremity regions of the mineralization curve can be in
dications of hypo- or hypermineralization, with an increased percentage
of low mineralization values (low calcium weight percentage) indicating
hypomineralization and an increased percentage of elevated minerali
zation values indicating hypermineralization. Because an average of the
vTMD can normalize these differences, examining the distribution of
mineralization is important. These mineralization parameters provide
valuable information on the effects of disease or genetic modifications
on the bone matrix. For example, in vitamin D deficient bone, a shift
towards higher peak calcium weight percentage was observed with
distinct regions of hypermineralization. Findings from this study indi
cate that a vitamin D deficiency may be related to macroscale loss of
bone quality and increased fracture risk (Busse et al., 2013). In contrast,
hypomineralization and a shift towards lower peak calcium weight
percentage in PDB may partially be responsible for increased plasticity
and a compensatory effect on bone fragility (Zimmermann et al.,
2015b).
In some cases, hypermineralization is associated with alterations in
osteocyte-mediated PLR and may be a potential contributor to bone
fragility. The relationship between PLR and mineralization was inves
tigated as part of a study evaluating glucocorticoid-induced osteonec
rosis (Fig. 6). These studies highlight a major advantage of SRμCT.
Because of its ability to rapidly and precisely collect large amounts of
quantitative data on mineralization and lacunar size, SRμCT offers
sensitivity that is currently available in no other technique. Although
histological methods could not detect a glucocorticoid-dependent
repression of PLR until 21 days of treatment, SRμCT detected PLR sup
pression within 7 days of glucocorticoid treatment, with evidence of
rapid hypermineralization and decreased lacunar size. Hyper
mineralization of the bone extracellular matrix likely contributed to
bone fragility that causes the collapse of osteonectroic subchondral bone
and joint degredation (Fowler et al., 2017). PLR suppression is also
apparent in osteoarthritis. Although previously thought to be a condi
tion affecting primarily articular cartilage, a significant shift towards
hypermineralization occurs in late-stage osteoarthritic bone, accompa
nying several other signs of PLR suppression. This observation suggests
the important role of PLR in maintaining bone-cartilage crosstalk in
healthy joints, and a mechanism by which PLR suppression in sub
chondral bone exacerbates joint disease (Mazur et al., 2019). Just as
SRμCT data was pivotal in revealing the role of osteocytes in joint dis
ease, this approach has potential to make clear mechanisms contributing
to a variety of pathological musculoskeletal conditions.
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